
TO SIMPLIFY ONE'S LIFE

It was reported in the news, that

the famous singer and movie star, Bar-

bara Striesand, was going to put all her

antiques, paintings and precious jew-

elry for auction. The reason as she told

i?re reporter was to simplify her life.

To think about it, her collection of
antiques, paintings and so forth, must

have needed a big place to store them,

maybe several guards to guard them

and a high insurance premium to pro-

tect them. It really complicated her life.

For a stiil popular star ( her concert

was sold out in one hour ) , it is amaz-

ing that she wants to get rid of her

material things. I wonder what she will
spend her time on after she has simpli-

fied her life?

I don't have any collection of an-

tiques, yet I have always seeked ways to

simplify my life. Such as, cook the

whole dinner in one dish, quit wearing

the clothes that need to be ironed, buy

shoes only when the present ones are

worn and throw away the junk mail

without opening lhem as soon as possi-

ble.
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However, I found out that every-

body has different ways of simplifying

his or her life. One lady just loves to

cook. She is willing to prepare an elab-

orate dinner with the traditional Chi-

nese family meal of four dishes and

one soup. No one should criticize

somone else on their way of life as

long as what they do are not harmful to

themselves or to others.

So, what we really want to sim-

plify is what we loathe to do and yet we

have to do. What we really should get

rid of is our material surplus which

have become our burden. In order to

have more time to meditate before God,

to do the things that we like to do and

to have the leisure to deal with our

daily problems, we should simplify our

lives.

Do you think you are too busy but

yet you have no sense of achievement?

Just chasing the clock like a rat in a

cage? Then sit down and try to think

how you can simplify your life for a

more meaningful and happier one! A
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